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Abstract. We present in this paper an easier way to manage activity
traces and to compute human learning indicators activities in Technology
Enhanced Learning TEL systems. We review our research work related to
Trace based system TBS and we explain how we use TBS to develop new
and generic model to represent the indicator life cycle from its creation
to its reuse. This paper presents the underlying theory and how this
theory is implemented to compute human learning indicators activities
available for use with any other learning platform, provided the TBS can
access the learning platform traces.
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Introduction

Most Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) systems use activity traces to make
diagnoses during the learning process in order to propose appropriate assistance
for learners, tutors or teachers. Some TEL systems can be used by designers or
teachers to set up these diagnoses and describe the information to be collected
at the design step [1], but in most cases, both the data collection and diagnostic processes are embedded into the code and the IT developers are needed for
designing and modifying them. In practice, therefore, it is very difficult to personalize the tracing and diagnostic processes, and, consequently, in most cases
distance education systems offer very little in the way of personalization and
remediation services during learning activities. In the field of online education
research, researchers and analysts are also very interested in activity traces and
are increasingly equipping themselves with tools to build interesting data from
application logs, and then treat them as activity traces before carrying out treatments to understand current learning processes [2, 3, 4]. Learning analytics is
now a big issue for researchers [5] and it is very important for the efficiency of the
research to be able to get clear information on the semantics of the logs, which
remains currently a big challenge. In order to overcome these difficulties, we have
been working for several years to consider activity traces as knowledge objects
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available to designers, teachers, tutors, learners, researchers and, in general, to
those involved in learning processes. Since activity traces are constructed to analyze, diagnose and understand expected or feared learning phenomena, we have
also developed representations of learning indicators and their computation processes, based on traces of modelled activities. These new implementation versions
of Trace based system we propose in this paper are intended to compute human
learning indicators activities. In this paper, we present the state of our current
research and its latest developments, illustrated with practical examples while
recalling the theoretical foundations of the modelled activity trace. We describe
on the one hand the formalization of the approach and on the other hand the
developed and experienced software environments. We conclude by showing the
strong potential of this approach for professional, individual and opportunistic
learning activities, in particular with regard to the ethical aspects of e-learning.

2

Activity traces in TEL systems

Most of learning platforms produce activity traces. These traces are saved in
different formats: Logs files, Databases, video and audio files, etc. Several works
propose to use and to exploit these traces in TEL systems. For example, Betbeder
[6], Guraud [7] and Dyke [8] define experiments to collect multimodal data in
order to analyze traces. Mazza[9], France [10] and Cram [11] visualize traces in
real time and provide a feedback to teachers and learners on their own activities. Ferraris[12] and Voisin [13] propose model driven engineering approaches
to understand learning scenarios using trace. As activity traces represent very
important knowledge containers, it is meaningful to provide specific environment
for managing them as such. Several frameworks have been developed in order
to manage activity traces [14, 15] as for helping the designers to integrate them
in the target application [16] or for helping researchers and analysts to understand the learning process in a batch way [17, 18]. These approaches are very
useful for managing and requesting traces as data, but do not consider traces as
knowledge containers per se. In this paper, we will focus on one knowledge based
approach for collecting, representing, managing, requesting and transforming activity traces. As far as we know, this approach is original and we will illustrate
in which extent this approach allows new usages in the context of Technology
Enhanced Learning systems.

3

Trace based system

The Trace based system or TBS is proposed and implemented [19] by the
TWEAK [20] research group to manage modelled activity traces or m-traces
[21, 22, 23]. An m-trace in TBS is a structured object: the trace model and
the corresponding trace instance in the form of a sequence of observed elements
or obsels. Each instance obsel part of an m-trace is temporally situated by a
time stamp and satisfies the trace model part of the m-trace. TBS proposes explicit transformation operators to be applied to a set of m-traces (transformation
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sources) in order to obtain other transformed m-traces (transformation targets).
All m-trace obsels are represented by structured information resulting from a
transformation operation using source m-trace obsels. Each m-trace is the result
of some transformation of a lower level m-trace, except for the lowest level, directly built from an observation process constructing the primary m-trace. TBS
proposes three steps for using m-traces (Figure 1):

1. Users, as teachers/tutors or learners, use learning platforms. These platforms provide raw data as a source of observation. TBS connects to learning
platforms, collects raw data and uses these data to build a primary m-trace
(model and instance). This primary m-trace is then saved in an m-trace base,
2. TBS uses this primary m-trace and transforms it into other transformed mtraces according to the semantics of these transformations. The transformed
m-trace is saved in the m-trace base. In turn, these transformed m-traces
can be transformed again into other transformed m-traces. Starting from
one primary m-trace, a transformation graph is progressively built and saved
for providing explicit explanations of any transformation, i.e. providing the
semantics of any m-trace in the m-trace base,
3. Moreover, the m-trace base can be used by any assistant to manage indicators, allow indicator computation, provide smart visualization, etc.

Fig. 1. Trace based system used by our research team to manage m-traces.
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Case studies: indicator computations using TBS

We propose in this section some case studies of how to use TBS in real learning
situations to compute human learning indicators activities. The new developed
systems we propose here are based on TBS and their goal is to compute indicators activities using modelled traces. We will illustrate two systems we built:
Trace based indicator management system TB-IMS, and multi-agents indicator
computation system IC-MAS. But first we will illustrate the latest implemented
KTBS: a kernel trace based system which is a concrete implementation of TBS.
4.1

Short presentation of the used kernel trace based system
(KTBS)

Kernel trace based system [24] is an implementation of TBS. KTBS considers
an activity trace as a model and a set of obsels (m-trace). Is allows to create mtraces bases, m-traces models, m-traces obsels, transformed m-traces, etc. Each
obsel has a set of attributes like type, value, time-begin, time-end, etc. KTBS
stores modelled traces as RDF ontology and manipulates them using a set of
operators like: filter, fusion, SPARQL query, etc. It proposes to use JSON [25],
REST [26] and TURTLE [27] to describe m-traces. Figure 2 presents an example
of m-trace model in KTBS using Turtle syntax.

Fig. 2. Example of creating a model in KTBS using Turtle syntax.

4.2

Trace based indicator management system TB-IMS

In order to demonstrate concretely how to compute indicators activities using
TBS, we developed an effective method and its implementation [28] to carry out
the entire life cycle of indicators activities. We recall that in TEL systems an
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indicator is a mathematical variable with a set of values [29]. In our work, we
propose an indicator as composed of a model descriptor and a set of instances,
and we propose four steps to describe and compute an indicator instance using
a TB-IMS. Each indicator instance is computed using these four steps:
– Step1: To compute a new indicator, we propose to associate it with a set of
empty m-traces. These m-traces will be instancied later for evaluating the
indicator formula to compute indicator instances,
– Step2: We associate a transformation sequence to the empty indicator. The
transformation sequence related to these m-traces describes how to move
from a primary m-trace (described by its model) to a specific indicator (described by its formula),
– Step3: Collects data from the learning environment and builds the primary
m-trace instance,
– Step4: Finally, we execute the transformation sequence, from the primary
m-trace instantiated in step 3 to the indicator defined in step 1.
Indicator computation and m-trace transformation are managed by the prototype we developed: Trace based-indicator management system TB-IMS [30].
Figure 3 shows the TB-IMS collector module, the transformation module, the
equation editor and the visualization result. In this example we compute the
proportion between chat messages and private messages related to ’user15’ according to a time interval T. Computation is possible without coding in machine.
The system saves in its databases the indicator, its transformation, intermediate
m-traces and the primary m-trace, which allows the indicator to be reused to
compute new other indicators.
4.3

A multi-agent system to compute human learning indicators
activities

We propose also to use Multi-agents technology to compute indicators activities
based on TBS [31]. The indicator computation- multi agents system IC-MAS [32]
we propose allows creating, updating, deleting, reusing and sharing indicator.
These agents are important in order to:
– Minimize the indicators computation complexity. If the indicator
computation is difficult (Example: the case of a high level indicator defined
by sub-indicators) then our system reuses existing indicators to compute new
one. We use information like transformation sequence, computation rule and
category to perform this computation,
– The need to compute a same indicator in different contexts is very
high. Several users attempt to compute the same indicator with closest time
intervals. The system creates for each new computation a list of agents that
will minimize the indicator computation time.
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Fig. 3. Computing the Proportion indicator using TB-IMS.
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We propose these following agents to build our system:
– The collecting agent uses raw data issued from learning platforms (Example: database, Log files, etc.) to select useful data used to compute indicator.
The collecting agent is guided by variables which are listed in the computation rule to optimize the collecting step. Once completed, it stores the
collecting results in an m-traces base as a primary m-trace and keeps the
collecting history to reuse it later. This agent aims to prepare things for
having a better performance in a future collecting step,
– The transformation agent transforms a primary m-trace created by the
collecting agent. Each transformed trace becomes a variable labelled according to the name of the transformed trace and takes its value from the
number of instances present in the transformed m-trace. This agent uses
transformation operators such as filtering, merging, matching, etc. to transform m-traces,
– The computation agent executes the computation rule using variables
created by the transformation agent and saves it in the indicator base,
– The interface agent displays indicators using graphical views (Pie charts,
Bar graphs, Histograms, etc.). It also retrieve information provided by teachers to define indicators,
– The coordinator agent coordinates and synchronizes the different agents
to provide a consistent functioning of the system.
Figure 4 explains an example of indicator computation using IC-MAS.

5

Conclusion

Our research was an opportunity to work on the consolidation of collaborative
work around the theory of modelled traces. Indeed, we were able to experiment
concretely with its potential to formalize and represent the notion of indicator
as a structured computer object that provides the knowledge necessary for its
elaboration. This knowledge structure integrates the modelled source trace as
described in the learning environment, the set of logical and temporal transformations necessary to allow the calculation of indicators whose semantics are
thus made completely explicit. This explicit representation is proposed in the
form of an operational IT structure, adaptable by designers or teachers to new
situations without requiring reprogramming, but requiring only a modification
of the description of the mobilized knowledge. For researchers, the availability of
a basic semantics for activity traces makes it possible to integrate this knowledge
into the parameterization of Learning Analytics tools, but also to design specific and documented experiments to serve the object of their research. Finally,
and these are the latest developments under way in our research, the ability to
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Fig. 4. Computing the Proportion indicator using IC-MAS.

explain activity traces opens up very promising solutions in terms of ethics of
use of personal data by involving learners and teachers in controlling the use of
activity traces during learning. Learners and tutors can even, during the activity
itself, suggest new ways of interpreting their learning behavior to make easier
their task or to build new knowledge about human learning processes.
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